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nvflash is a small command line-only utility for flashing the BIOS of single and multi-video adapter NVIDIA
graphics cards. nvflash may be used in DOS or UNIX environments. nvflash is developed by Robin

Halverson. It was created to save time when performing BIOS flash on a computer with multiple video
adapters. Conclusion nVFlash provides you with the necessary means to flash (upgrade or downgrade) the

BIOS of your NVIDIA adapter in a matter of seconds. Before you do this, make sure you have a legit BIOS
for your video card alongside the required know-how. Support for multiple connected video cards nVFlash
also features commands for comparing and verifying firmware, writing and removing protections or listing
versions, adapters and even applied patches. One more important addition is the '--index' argument that you

can use if your system comprises several video cards. By utilizing this option, you are able to flash your
adapters individually by communicating their indexes. In conclusion All in all, this tool is not meant for

overclocking as it surely lacks any option to tweak clock speeds, thus its only purpose remains the flashing of
your NVIDIA card's / cards' BIOS. Given the proper knowledge, nVFlash performs the task quickly so you

can enjoy an increased stability and better performance of your graphics card and your system overall.
nVFlash Description: nvflash is a small command line-only utility for flashing the BIOS of single and multi-

video adapter NVIDIA graphics cards. nvflash may be used in DOS or UNIX environments. nvflash is
developed by Robin Halverson. It was created to save time when performing BIOS flash on a computer with

multiple video adapters. Conclusion nVFlash provides you with the necessary means to flash (upgrade or
downgrade) the BIOS of your NVIDIA adapter in a matter of seconds. Before you do this, make sure you

have a legit BIOS for your video card alongside the required know-how. Support for multiple connected video
cards nVFlash also features commands for comparing and verifying firmware, writing and removing

protections or listing versions, adapters and even applied patches. One more important addition is the '--index'
argument that you can use if your system comprises several video cards. By utilizing this option, you are able

to flash your adapters individually by communicating their indexes. In conclusion All in all, this tool is not
meant for overclocking as it
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nVFlash is a command-line tool to flash BIOSes of NVIDIA graphics adapters. It is intended to be run in a
DOS environment. nVFlash has two modes of operation: version-based mode and protected mode. nVFlash
programs can be for example the stock BIOS, generic BIOS (to allow flashing of all BIOSs) or for verifying

BIOSes. In version-based mode, the tool will compare the BIOSes of your adapters and if their version
differs, nVFlash will flash your adapter with the specified version. nVFlash is free software and can be

obtained from the author or from List of commands usage: nvflash [options] -bkup,--backup -cvr,--compare
-dv,--dump -hd,--help -hv,--list -if,--ignore -il,--ignore-lib -is,--list-versions -iu,--ignore-uuid -lp,--list-

protected -ls,--list-system -n,--no-nand -nvn,--nvn-file -nm,--ignore-memory -np,--ignore-pnp -q,--quiet
-r,--remove -rr,--rev-remove -rrv,--rev-remove-value -rrvh,--rev-remove-heuristic -rrvi,--rev-remove-value-

included -rrvli,--rev-remove-value-included-list -se,--skip-eser -s,--smapi -sps,--skip-sps -vu,--verify
-vv,--verify-all -vs,--verify-sorted -w,--wipe -wp,--write-protection -wi,--write-interface -xx,--write-exception
-xxv,--write-exception-value -xxvi,--write-exception-value-included -xxviI,--write-exception-value-included-

list -id,--index -ip,--interface-properties -is,--ignore-self -ir,--interface-reset -irv,--interface- 09e8f5149f
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nVFlash is a free portable application that enables you to update your BIOS easily and safely! Version
1.1.3.47: -Fix a bug in the previous version that prevented the flashing of BIOS versions -Improve the
compatibility to other version of Windows; V 1.1.2.45: -Improve the compatibility to other version of
Windows, especially 10; -Fix a bug which caused a problem to erase disks with a certain size; -Fix another
bug which caused a problem with the system when running "protect.exe"; -Fix a bug that prevented the BIOS
to be upgraded after a reinstallation of Windows. V 1.1.2.43: -Fix a bug that prevented the flashing of some
BIOS versions. -Improve the compatibility to other version of Windows; -Improve the compatibility with
Macintosh (OSX); -Fix a bug that caused a problem with the system when running "protect.exe"; -Fix a bug
that prevented the BIOS to be upgraded after a reinstallation of Windows. V 1.1.2.41: -Fix a bug that
prevented the flashing of some BIOS versions. -Improve the compatibility to other version of Windows;
-Improve the compatibility with Macintosh (OSX); -Fix a bug that caused a problem with the system when
running "protect.exe"; -Fix a bug that prevented the BIOS to be upgraded after a reinstallation of Windows. V
1.1.2.39: -Fix a bug that prevented the flashing of some BIOS versions. -Improve the compatibility to other
version of Windows; -Improve the compatibility with Macintosh (OSX); -Fix a bug that caused a problem
with the system when running "protect.exe"; -Fix a bug that prevented the BIOS to be upgraded after a
reinstallation of Windows. V 1.1.2.37: -Fix a bug that prevented the flashing of some BIOS versions.
-Improve the compatibility to other version of Windows; -Improve the compatibility with Macintosh (OSX);
-Fix a bug that caused a problem with the system when running "protect.exe"; -Fix a bug that prevented the
BIOS to be upgraded after a reinstallation of Windows. V 1.1.2.35: -Fix a bug that prevented the flashing of
some BIOS versions. -Improve the compatibility to other version of Windows;

What's New in the NVFlash?

• All system – BIOS versions are supported, including for ICH, Clover, AHCI, PCI-E (Intel), PCI-X (GeForce
8500) and VIA chipsets • All adapters and PCI-E (Intel) graphics cards – BIOS versions are supported (Intel
8xxx, 9xxx, and Xxxx, NVIDIA GeForce, Quadro, Tesla, Radeon, Matrox and Power Macs) • All Intel
adapters – BIOS versions are supported for both the AGP (D11, D12, M11, M12, M15, M25, and M45) and
PCI-E (D10, D13, D14, D15, D16, D18, D19, D20, D21, D22, D24, D25, D28, and D32) slots • NVIDIA
chipsets – BIOS versions are supported for G100, G200, G205, G210, G210A, G210B, G216, G220, G220A,
G220B, G260, G260A, G260B, G280, G290, G295, G300, G305, G320, G330, G335, G340, G350, G351,
G354, G355, G355A, G355B, G360, G370, G380, G385, G395, G400, G405, G410, G415, G415A, G420,
G422, G430, G431, G431A, G440, G445, G450, G455, G460, G465, G465A, G470, G470A, G480, G510,
G525, G630, G630A, G630B, G630C, G630D, G630E, G630F, G620, G625, G630, G630E, G630F, G625,
G631, G631A, G631B, G631C, G631D, G631E, G631F, G635, G655, G660, G655, G660A, G660B, G660C,
G660D, G660E, G665, G660, G665, G700, G705, G705A, G700-GB-DA, G705-GB-DA, G705-GD-
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System Requirements:

- Windows 7 / 8 / 10 - Intel Dual Core 2.0 GHz or better - 2GB RAM or better - 500MB of free space in your
C drive - OpenGL 2.1 compatible graphics card - Mac OS X 10.5 or better - 2GB of RAM or better - Linux -
Linux 2.6.x or better - Screen Resolution: 1024x
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